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!!!! Use the accelerator pedal to control the vehicle’s speed . """" Use the brake pedal 

to decrease velocity . #### use parking pedal to keep car in static . 

!!!!

""""

####

$$$$MECHANICAL 



%%%%.Accelerator pedal 

&&&&. Brake pedal 

''''.Hand brake 

(Function as parking 

pedal ). 
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))))

****

(((( Use key switch to turn on the main power. )))) Use direction selecting switch to 

change the vehicle’s moving direction. **** Use the power switch to turn on the 

vehicle’s power(only 48V system have power switch , 36V system doesn’t have it ). 
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    only when the battery is properly charged is the right-most LED lit. 

!!!!As the battery’s state-of-charge decreases successive LEDs light up.only one on at 

a time.  

""""The 2nd-from-left LED flashs ,indicating “energy reserve”(70% depth of the 

discharge). 

((((The 2 left-most LEDs alternately flash,indicating “empty”(80%depth of 

discharge). 

HIGH: Maximum speed 

LOW: Half of Maximum 

speed 
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++++Dashboard  ,,,, Controls and indicators panel ---- Golf ball holder ....bottle 

holder (11) Tee holder 

++++

,,,,

----

....

$$$$NOTES

Golf car dashboard is designed according the usages ,that the vehicles are applied in 

golf course field . owner should get familiar with the functions that the vehicle have .
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    %&��� ������ � For Gdrive vehicles that installed with speedometer .GDrive 

Speedometer is a multifunction indicating device .It can indicates 

vehicle velocity ,running time etc .The vehicle operation direction also 

have indicating LEDs on the speedometer ,when conduct brake on the 

vehicle or been parked the speedometer also have a indicating LED 

indicates the operation . 

For all the lights vehicle have ,all the lights status will indicate on 

speedometer. When you turn the headlights on the headlight LED will 

be turned on as well . when you turn the turning lights on the turning 

lights indicating LED will be turned on and flash as well .  

The speedometer also will show motor’s rotation speed on 

speedometer ,when steering the vehicle , as the accelerator changes the 

motor’s rotation speed changes as well. Current motor rotation speed 

will shows on the top of speedometer(number times 1000,eg . when 

the speedometer shows 3 then the motor’s rotation speed is 3000RMP) 

%.To change the running indicating modes 

you can press “MODE” button to change the 

button to change the running modes between 

“RT” and “RTT” 

& . To change the speed unit of the 

speedometer ,you can press “MODE” button 

set the running indicating mode to 

“RTT” ,then press “RESET” button for 4 

seconds .the speed unit will changes between 

km/h and mph

%%%%
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$$$$NOTES

For more speedometer functions please 

contact dealers or GDrive company . 
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%%%%. Turn on the right turning lights &&&&. Turn on the left turning lights 

''''. Horn button ////. Turn on the headlights 
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Switch assembly
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Always use the vehicle in a responsible manner and maintain the vehicle in safe operating 

condition. 

Always read and observe all warnings and operation instruction labels affixed to the 

vehicle. 

Always follow all safety rules established in the area where the vehicle is being operated. 

Always reduce speed to compensate for poor terrain or conditions. 

Always apply service brake to control speed on steep grades. 

Always maintain adequate distance between vehicles.

Always reduce speed in wet areas. 

Always use extreme caution when approaching sharp or blind turns. 

Always use extreme caution when driving over loose terrain. 

Always use extreme caution in areas where pedestrians are present.


